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Abstract—Most recent CRDT techniques rely on a causal broadcast primitive to provide guarantees on the delivery of operation deltas. Such a primitive is unfortunately hard to implement efficiently in large open networks, whose membership is often difficult to track. As an alternative, we argue in this paper that pure state-based CRDTs can be efficiently implemented by encoding states as specialized Merkle trees, and that this approach is well suited to open networks where many nodes may join and leave. At the core of our contribution lies a new kind of Merkle tree, called Merkle Search Tree (MST), that implements a balanced search tree while maintaining key ordering. This latter property makes it particularly efficient in the case of updates on sets of sequential keys, a common occurrence in many applications. We use this new data structure to implement a distributed event store, and show its efficiency in very large systems with low rates of updates. In particular, we show that in some scenarios our approach is able to achieve both a 66% reduction of bandwidth cost over a vector-clock approach, as well as a 34% improvement in consistency level. We finally suggest other uses of our construction for distributed databases in open networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of massive geo-replicated systems [1], [2] has prompted a growing interest in data replication techniques that are both consistent and scalable. Among these, Conflict-free Replicated Data Types, or CRDTs [3], stand out by their ability to provide eventual consistency while offering a natural and modular programming paradigm to developers.

CRDTs allow replicas to perform operations concurrently and without any synchronization by providing resolution rules that allow concurrent operations to be combined a-posteriori. They can thus be used to build weakly-consistent systems with eventual consistency.

Recent CRDT techniques have focused primarily on leveraging causal broadcast primitives and vector clocks in order to ensure reliable causal delivery of operation deltas [4], [5], meaning that they never need to compare two full states directly. However these approaches show their limit in open networks where many nodes may join and leave, as causal broadcast primitives and vector clocks are both unsuited in this context: causal broadcast has only recently been extended in a scalable fashion to networks with dynamic structures [6] and the practicality of this approach has not yet been demonstrated, whereas vector clocks require metadata that grows linearly with the number of nodes, past and present, that have participated in the network, which is an important scalability barrier even in the case of extensive optimisations [7].

In order to target open networks while avoiding these limitations, we focus in this paper on pure state-based CRDTs that do not require either causal broadcast or vector clocks, and to their fundamental issue: how to efficiently implement remote state merge for large state between nodes that might have had no previous interaction and might know nothing of one another’s state. This problem is similar to anti-entropy, which was studied before the formalization of CRDTs. In the following, we will use the terms anti-entropy, state merge and state reconciliation as synonyms. We target more specifically CRDTs implementing sets or maps, two fundamental building blocks that can be combined with other CRDT semantics, and seek to resolve differences between two very large sets or maps with low latency and minimum bandwidth usage.

A common strategy for the reconciliation of sets and maps exploits Merkle trees [8], a hash-based data structure that can be used to rapidly identify set-differences [9]. Unfortunately, usual anti-entropy algorithms that use Merkle trees do not preserve the order of elements, making them particularly inefficient when updates are applied on sequences of close-by items. This is a very common scenario, a basic example being the case where elements are events ordered by timestamps.

In this paper we propose to overcome this fundamental challenge thanks to a novel data structure, which we call a Merkle Search Tree, that deterministically builds a balanced search tree from a set of items and encodes it as a Merkle tree. We demonstrate how Merkle Search Trees can be used to build a causally consistent event store that ensures eventual delivery of all past events to all connected nodes. We compare this approach to a vector clock-based approach [10] as well as to a Merkle tree construction that does not preserve order, and show that, in large networks and under low or moderate update rates, Merkle Search Trees provide the best trade-off: a 66% reduction of bandwidth usage was achieved in our simulation when compared to the vector-clock approach, as well as a 34% improvement in our consistency measure and a 32% improvement in 99th percentile delivery delay. When compared to Merkle trees without order, Merkle Search Trees were also better on all three metrics.
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II. CONTEXT AND RELATED WORK

Our work draws from several well-studied domains in distributed systems as well as databases and file systems, which we present in this section.

A. CRDTs and the CAP Theorem

CRDTs [3] are a generic framework in which eventually consistent algorithms can be formulated. The CAP theorem [11], [12] states that a distributed system may only achieve two of the following three properties: strong consistency, availability and partition tolerance. CRDT-based systems typically forgo strong consistency in favor of availability, by allowing replicas to diverge temporarily. The particular CRDT used by a system defines a way in which replicas in divergent states can reconcile automatically to a unique shared state as soon as they are able to communicate reliably.

In this paper we use the formulation of CRDTs as a join-semilattice on replica states, that is a CRDT is a set of possible states $V$ with a symmetric join operation $\sqcup$. Operations on a state $x \in V$ consist in changing $x$ into a state $x'$ that is strictly superior according to $\sqcup$, i.e. such that there is an item $o \in V$ such that $x' = x \sqcup o$. For instance if the data type we want to implement is a grow-only set, $V$ is the space of possible sets and $\sqcup$ is the set union operator. Adding an element $e$ to a set $x$ consists in changing $x$ into the state $x' = x \sqcup \{e\}$.

The operator $\sqcup$ is also used to combine concurrent operations done at different nodes and resolve them deterministically: if a node is in state $x_1$ and another is in state $x_2$, both will resolve to state $x_1 \sqcup x_2$ (which is the same as $x_2 \sqcup x_1$). For instance, for a grow-only set CRDT, the merge operation is defined as set union, such that the resulting state is defined as the set containing all items that have been added at all nodes. More complex CRDTs can be defined to implement additional operations such as deletion or different data types such as maps or counters, the only requirements being to implement a commutative, associative and idempotent join operator $\sqcup$.

In this work we focus on set and map CRDTs and how to implement efficient computation of $x_1 \sqcup x_2$ when $x_1$ and $x_2$ are located on two different nodes, where efficiency is measured in terms of network round-trips and bandwidth usage.

B. Gossip Algorithms

Anti-entropy protocols typically adopt an epidemic reconciliation strategy in which the nodes of a distributed system repeatedly reconcile their differences with randomly selected other nodes in order to converge to an agreed-upon state [13]. We adopt this strategy to implement CRDTs, and combine a gossip algorithm with the CRDT state merge operator to ensure eventual delivery of updates at all nodes. Gossip algorithms [14] are efficient schemes for data dissemination in large scale distributed systems, and are well adapted in open networks when used in association with random peer sampling [14]. Gossip algorithms have well studied dissemination properties [15] and are widely used as a basis for distributed computing [16].

C. Hash Functions and Merkle Trees

Hash functions and the checksums they produce are commonly used to identify data and check its integrity and/or authenticity. They therefore might appear as a natural choice to compare data residing on different computers, and help implement an efficient distributed reconciliation mechanism. Unfortunately, to check a very large piece of data, the hash function must be calculated on the whole data piece, a particularly costly proposition when dealing with large distributed objects, such as a typical key-value data store. To reduce this cost, the data can be chunked and each chunk hashed independently, but then a single hash is replaced by a list of hashes that grows linearly with the data size, which remains problematic.

To overcome this linear cost, Merkle introduced [8] a method that is able to hash large pieces of data by chunking the data and computing a tree of hashes, where leaves are hashes of data chunks and nodes are hashes of the concatenations of their children’s values. The single root hash is sufficient to identify all the data, and the validity of a single block can be checked by walking through the path to the corresponding leaf, thus verifying only a logarithmic number of hashes provided that the tree is well balanced. This verification can also occur without having access to the whole data.

The original Merkle trees are binary trees, however the core principle of Merkle trees can be generalized and used in other contexts. Most notably, projects such as ZFS [17] and IPFS [18] make use of recursive hashing in the fashion of Merkle trees in order to guarantee authenticity and integrity of whole file systems. Such recursive hashing of data structures also allows for data de-duplication [17], [18], in which case the Merkle tree becomes a DAG where nodes may have several parents.

In distributed systems, Merkle trees have shown to be particularly useful: given a deterministic way to encode data sets in Merkle trees, two nodes can determine whether they have the same version of the data simply by exchanging and comparing their root hashes. If their versions differ, they are able to identify which branches of the tree contain changes, as branches that represent the same contents have the same hash on both nodes, therefore allowing them to exchange only the differing parts of the data set.

Merkle trees come in different shapes. The standard binary Merkle trees can be used to identify and exchange numbered sequences of data blocks, but they are not able to detect differences efficiently on arbitrary key spaces when the sets of keys present at two nodes might not be the same. Database systems such as Dynamo [9] use Merkle trees to exchange and repair states that consist of arbitrary key-value mappings, however to ensure that a tree is well balanced they must destroy key ordering and project the keys into a uniform distribution by hashing them, which makes this method sub-optimal in scenarios where sequences of close-by keys are updated. A Merkle trees construction that preserve key order while staying balanced on arbitrary key ranges was introduced in [19].
however this method is not deterministic: a same dataset may have several Merkle tree representations, which makes it unfit for anti-entropy. A first deterministic balanced Merkle tree construction that preserves key order on arbitrary key ranges was introduced using binary treaps \[20\]. The construction we propose achieves the same properties with wider tree nodes, thus making for shallower trees and reducing the number of round-trips required for remote difference computation. This also reduces the number of hashes that need to be computed and stored compared to binary Merkle trees.

D. B-trees

The Merkle Search Tree construction we propose uses a structure similar to B-trees \[21\], albeit with some key differences. B-trees are indexing data structures used in relational database management systems (RDBMS). They implement shallow search trees by having nodes with large out-degrees, allowing faster traversal than standard binary search trees. Nodes typically have out-degrees such that the machine representation of a tree node is the size of a memory page. In a B-tree, a node is composed of a set of values that define how the space of keys is split, and of a set of pointers to the sub-trees containing the values for each interval in the split. The Merkle Search Trees we introduce also contain intermediate nodes whose values serve to split the key space for their children. Their nodes, however, do not have a constant size and their size is bounded only probabilistically.

E. Other State-of-the-art Methods and Their Limitations

Other methods for remote dataset comparison, which are not based on Merkle trees, have been proposed. In particular, mathematical methods for calculating set differences have been well studied, however they are either limited to approximate difference detection using Bloom filters \[22\], \[23\] or have crippling requirements such as requiring expensive computations to be done on the whole dataset \[24\]. In practice, typical anti-entropy protocols use vector clocks \[25\] to identify missing updates between two nodes \[10\], however even with extensive optimisations such as those used by DottedDB \[7\], vector clocks are not able to identify divergences between two versions of the dataset without requiring metadata linear in the total number of participants, past and present.

III. THE MERKLE SEARCH TREE DATA STRUCTURE

To implement an efficient reconciliation procedure for CRDTs implementing large maps and sets, we propose a tree construction, which we call a Merkle Search Tree (abbreviated MST), that is to our knowledge the first to combine the following three features:

- a given set of items has a unique deterministic representation as a tree;
- key order is preserved;
- trees are always preserved (probabilistically).

The combination of these properties makes remote tree comparison for anti-entropy extremely efficient.

A. MST Construction

Merkle Search Trees implement an ordered set with elements taken in a totally ordered space \(\mathbb{K}\). In order to implement maps, elements can be accompanied by a tag from a set \(\mathbb{V}\) (the values, in which case \(\mathbb{K}\) becomes the set of keys). \(\mathbb{V}\) contains a default element \(\bot\) (‘bottom’), used to indicate that a key is absent from the map \(f: \mathbb{K} \rightarrow \mathbb{V}\).

The MST construction is based on a hash function over arbitrary byte strings that is assumed to be collision-resistant: we assume the probability of finding two strings that have the same hash to be negligible. This is a common assumption which is essential to the Merkle tree construction. We also assume that the hash functions projects uniformly to values of a certain interval whose size is a power of \(B\). This additional property is required in our construction as we also use the hash function for the secondary purpose of providing a deterministic source of randomness over the space \(\mathbb{K}\). Both of these properties are achieved in practice by modern hash functions such as SHA-512.

An MST is a search tree, similar to a B-trees in the sense that internal tree nodes contain several values that define a partition of \(\mathbb{K}\) in which the children values are separated. The tree is divided in layers which are numbered starting at layer 0 which corresponds to the layer of leaf nodes (Figure 1). The tree nodes in a layer \(l\) are blocks of consecutive items whose boundaries corresponds to items of layers \(l' > l\). For instance, in Figure 1 the first nodes shown for layer 0 stored the values \(\{x_2, x_3, x_4\}\) which are contained between the boundaries \(x_1\) and \(x_5\), with \(x_1\) and \(x_5\) stored in the layer 1. Similarly to a previous construction \[20\], deterministic randomness obtained by hashing the values is used to determine tree shape. Values stored in the MST are assigned a layer by computing their hash and writing that value in base \(B\), which we will refer to as \(h_B(x)\). The layer \(l(x)\) to which an item \(x\) is assigned is the layer whose number is the length of the longest prefix of \(h_B(x)\) constituted of only zeros.

![Fig. 1: Structure of a Merkle Search Tree](image-url)
B. MST Unicity and Operations

The construction we have just described is deterministic: it produces a single possible representation as an MST for a given set of items, an essential property to implement a reconciliation procedure. The implementation of standard operations follows from this definition.

When using MSTs as maps, we can efficiently implement read operations \( \text{get}(f, k) \) for single items and \( \text{getrange}(f, [k_0, k_1)) \) for ranges of consecutive items in a tree \( f \), as well as write operations \( \text{put}(f, k, v) \) and \( \text{delete}(f, k) \). In the case where a put operation inserts an item \( x \) at a non-leaf layer \( l > 0 \), some of the tree nodes at lower levels \( l' < l \) might need to be split in two at boundary \( x \). Similarly when values are deleted at non-leaf layers, some nodes at lower layers might need to be merged. At most one split or merge can happen at each layer \( l' < l \) for a given put or delete operation, therefore the complexity of these operations is proportional to the depth of the tree.

As a consequence of structural unicity, inserting the same elements in different orders will always converge to the same representation, and the Merkle hash of the root will be the same. Structural unicity is also valid at intermediary nodes: two intermediary nodes have the same Merkle hash if and only if the sub-trees starting at these nodes contain exactly the same items. Therefore when comparing two trees in order to find differences, we can skip whole sub-trees when they are found to have the same Merkle hash as we know that there are no differences between them.

C. Structural Properties: Balance and Depth

Since we use a hashing function that projects uniformly to strings of constant length that write out numbers in base \( B \), the probability of being in layer \( l \) for an item is \( p_l = \left( \frac{1}{B} \right)^l \frac{B-1}{B} \). It is easy to see that the average number of values at layer \( l \) is \( B \) times the average number of values at layer \( l + 1 \). Since values of layer \( l \) are split at boundaries that are all values at layers \( l' > l \), nodes of a layer \( l \) have on average \( B - 1 \) values stored and, at non-leaf layers, \( B \) children. The probability of a node having many more values and children than these average values decreases exponentially, therefore we can bound the node size with arbitrarily high probability.

The depth of the tree is the maximum level that an item may be assigned to. The probability of having an item at layer \( l \) is bounded by \( np_l \) (where \( n \) is the number of elements in the tree), which decreases exponentially with \( l \). Therefore we can bound the tree depth as \( \log_B n \) plus a constant \( c \) with a probability that decreases exponentially in \( c \).

Since the tree depth is about \( \log_B n \) and nodes have a constant number of items with high probability, we conclude that the tree has a well balanced structure and therefore reads, puts and deletes can be implemented in \( O(\log_B n) \) complexity.

D. Efficiency for Dataset Comparison

The comparison of two Merkle Search Trees stored at two different nodes is efficient: if we are comparing \( f \) which is on node \( n_1 \) with \( g \) which is on node \( n_2 \), then nodes \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) need exchange only \( O(d \log_B n) \) messages, with \( d = | \{ x \mid f(x) \neq g(x) \} | \), and \( n = \max(|f|, |g|) \). Supposing elements of \( K \) and \( V \) are of constant size, exchanged message are of average size proportional to \( B \).

The average out-degree of inner tree nodes can be controlled by changing the value of \( B \). Using larger values of \( B \) makes for nodes that contain more data, thus requiring more bandwidth expenditure when exchanged between peers, but makes for a shallower tree and therefore requires less network round trips to obtain the full set of nodes leading to a leaf. In our experiments, we fix \( B = 16 \).

E. Merkle Search Trees as CRDTs

If \( \forall \) is a CRDT with a merge operation \( \sqcup_{\forall} \) such that 
\[ \forall x, \forall \sqcup_{\forall} x = x \forall \sqcup_{\forall} \perp = x, \] 
then Merkle Search Trees implement a CRDT on \( K \rightarrow V \) defined by the point-to-point application of 
\[ \forall_{\forall}(f \sqcup g)(x) = f(x) \forall_{\forall} g(x). \]

The sequence of states a CRDT takes is supposed to be monotonic with respect to \( \sqcup \), as explained in Section 11.1. A transition from a state \( x \) to a state \( x' \) must be of the form \( x' = x \sqcup_{\forall} x'' \). In the case of Merkle Search Trees, this means restricting the set of allowed operations to those that lead to monotonic sequences for each individual key. Therefore operations \( \text{put} \) and \( \text{delete} \) must not be used directly, but rather updates must be of the form \( \text{update}(f, k, v) = \text{put}(f, k, \text{get}(f, k) \sqcup v) \).

By selecting \( \forall \) appropriately, we can obtain various CRDTs. For instance if \( \forall = \{ \perp, \top \} \) is a boolean indicating if an item is present or not, we obtain a grow-only set defined on \( K \). If \( \forall \) is a last-writer-wins register with a version number then we get a key-value store with last-writer-wins reconciliation. Any existing CRDT type can be used as the value type \( V \), yielding a map CRDT construction with efficient detection of differing items.

IV. CRDTs in Large-scale Open Networks

The Merkle Search Trees we have presented can be used to implement a particularly efficient pair-wise distributed reconciliation procedure for set or maps CRDTs. This procedure allows two nodes to converge to a unique state on the basis of a voluntary exchange that does not require any node to have prior knowledge of the other node’s state. We combine this procedure with a simple gossip-based algorithm to allow for efficient dissemination of updates in open networks with high churn rates.

A. Gossip-based Reconciliation for State-based CRDTs

Our approach builds on a simple distributed state-update method for state-based CRDTs shown in Algorithm 1 in its basic form, without the use of MSTs. Algorithm 1 adopts a reactive gossip strategy: when a node does an operation that results in a state transition from \( x_0 \) to \( x_1 \), where \( x_1 = x_0 \sqcup_0 \), it gossips \( x_1 \) to some random peers. When a node receives an incoming state \( x_1 \) when it was in state \( x_0' \), it does the transition to \( x_0' \sqcup x_1 = x_1' \) and in the case where \( x_1' \neq x_0' \) it in turn gossips \( x_1' \) to some random peers. The selection of random peers assumes a peer sampling service [14] that is
able to give the identity of some nodes of the network taken at random.

Algorithm 1 implements reactive push-only exchanges. Other methods with pull or push/pull strategies are also possible, and can also be extended with a periodic component to realize a traditional anti-entropy protocol.

**B. Using Merkle Search Trees to implement Large CRDTs**

When using Algorithm 1 to implement large map-like CRDT types such as sets or key-value stores, a naive implementation that exchanges whole states rapidly becomes intractable. In such cases, MSTs can be used to reduce dramatically network bandwidth usage at the cost of several round-trips between nodes. Algorithm 2 shows how this can easily be achieved in the background, without blocking local operations: the current state is not changed until all the remote information necessary for the merge is obtained (line 12), and get or update operations can continue to be executed on this state. In this algorithm, a set of remote MSTs that we wish to merge is kept in a buffer (lines 4, 14, 18) and all missing blocks are requested to the remote peer (line 13). Once all the blocks are locally available, the merge operation is done without network communication (line 16) and the local MST is updated.

**C. Causal Consistency**

Algorithms 1 and 2 implement causal consistency in the following sense: if a node does an operation that results in a transition from $x$ to $x' = x \cup o$ after having read from the state $x$, then the causal past of the put operation can be described as being included in $x$, and every other node that observes the put will observe its causal past $x$ (since $x'$ contains $x$), or a successor of $x$ according to $\sqcup$. This algorithm and resulting property is applicable to all CRDTs that are defined by a merge $\sqcup$ and Merkle Search Trees extend this naturally to maps of CRDTs. This is done without any conditions on the network topology as is required by causal broadcast [6], [26]; it results from the fact of doing a full state merge at every gossip event.

If causal consistency is not required and eventual consistency is sufficient, Algorithm 2 can be optimized by gossiping individual single operations and applying them as soon as they are received, while executing periodic merges of the full data structure in parallel. In that case, periodic merges acts as a termination mechanism for ensuring eventual consistency. The use of explicit merges allows us to reduce the gossip fanout or time-to-live for single operations in order to save bandwidth, to values that would result in e.g. only 99% network coverage, and count on the full merge operation as an anti-entropy procedure for the small proportion of nodes that will miss a gossip event.

**D. A Note on Crashes**

Algorithm 2 uses a limit on the number of simultaneous merge operations that can be happening in order to preserve bandwidth (line 8). Therefore it may get stuck if it is waiting for a reply from a node that has crashed. Removing the limit on simultaneous merges is not desirable in practice as it might spread bandwidth usage too thinly across many concurrent pairwise merges and lead to high tail latencies. Therefore a fault detector or an approximate fault detector must be employed to cancel merges when a node has crashed. Canceling a merge when a node has not crashed but is just slow is not a problem as no safety property is violated. However in order for termination (eventual consistency) to be achieved, nodes must be able to complete at least some merge operations.

**E. Extension to Distributed MSTs**

Merkle Search Trees are a persistent data structure in the sense of functional programming. This means that when doing
a put \((k, v)\), the obtained MST needs not replace the previous MST but both can remain available simultaneously at a low storage cost by sharing memory for common blocks. Hashes in this case play a role similar to that of traditional pointers, with the key differences that hash values can now be used for automatic de-duplication of subtrees that contain the same values, and remain meaningful outside of the nodes on which they have been computed. Although in this paper we use MSTs as a local data-structure that is stored on a single node, the above features could be exploited to implement \textit{Distributed MSTs}.

1) Storage Location: A distributed MST (or D-MST) is an MST where the data structure is split over many nodes in a network, for instance using a DHT. This is easy to do with any Merkle DAG data structure, as introduced by IPFS [18], and has already been done for binary search trees [19]. In our case, tree nodes correspond to blocks that are stored independently in the DHT and identified by their hash. If no caching is used, a D-MST requires \(O(\log_B n \times \log m)\) network round trips for all operations, where \(m\) is the number of nodes in the network. Caching can reduce this to \(O(\log_B n)\) for get operations in favorable conditions (no churn) [19].

2) Garbage Collection: Garbage collection in the D-MST scenario is harder than in the local MST case. An option is to expire all stored blocks after a certain time, and to have a distributed keep-alive mechanism that traverses the data structure resetting the expiry counter. Details of such a system are outside the scope of this paper.

V. APPLICATION: A CAUSALLY-CONSISTENT DISTRIBUTED EVENT STORE

We illustrate the benefits of CRDTs built with Algorithm 2 on the example of a \textit{Causally-consistent Distributed Event Store}, a data-structure that encapsulates the notion of causal broadcast. Causal broadcast is a fundamental primitive of distributed algorithms that is usually directly implemented using sendreceive network primitives and vector clocks [3] which are the main alternative to our method and which we show do not scale efficiently. For completeness, let us note that alternative approaches to Causal Broadcast exist for static overlays [26], which have been recently extended to a dynamic setting [6], but the practicality of this latest development has not yet been demonstrated.

Causal Broadcast is often one of the building blocks of operation-based CRDTs, such as δ-CRDTs [4]. In this section we reverse this usual perspective: instead of deploying a message-passing algorithm to ensure the delivery properties of causal broadcast, to then implement a distributed object, we provide causal broadcast by building a storage of all the events produced by the system, which we call an \textit{event store}. We leverage Merkle Search Trees to provide an efficient way to propagate missing updates in an ad-hoc manner between two peers that have no a-priori knowledge of each other’s states. A direct application of such a system would allow for example to build a peer-to-peer chat room or a log system but it may also be used as a primitive for more sophisticated algorithms.

In the following we study the theoretical complexity of such an approach, and compare it to Scuttlebut, an anti-entropy algorithm introduced in [10] which uses vector clocks. We confirm this analysis experimentally in the next section. Both methods employ a push-pull gossip strategy to ensure update propagation on a large network. Our theoretical analysis is synthesized in Table II.

A. Scuttlebut anti-entropy

1) Algorithm: An event in the log is identified by pair constituted of a producer node identifier and a sequence number generated locally by the producer. Scuttlebut uses a reactive pull-push design: new events propagate as nodes exchange vectors of the last sequence number they have for each producer node. This exchange allows nodes to compute an exact set of missing events to send to the other node.

2) Diffusion time: An anti-entropy round is completed in one round-trip-time. The gossip protocol requires on average \(\log m\) steps to reach the whole network, where \(m\) is the number of nodes currently present in the network, therefore the total diffusion time is \(2\lambda \log m\) with \(2\lambda\) the round-trip-time.

3) Bandwidth use: The bandwidth use for the first step is \(O(p)\), where \(p\) is the number of producer nodes for which we have to send a sequence number. \(p\) is therefore equal to the count of all the nodes that have ever participated in the network, because we have no way of knowing which nodes are still present or not. For the second step, only the \(d\) missing events need to be sent so the bandwidth used is \(O(d)\). Therefore the total bandwidth use is \(O(p + d)\).

B. Merkle Search Tree anti-entropy

1) Algorithm: Merkle search trees are used as a simple grow-only set, with \(\mathbb{V} = \{\bot, \top\}\) a boolean that is set to \(\top\) for present items, and \(\mathbb{K}\) is the space of events, ordered by their timestamp of production (either a logical clock or an approximation of real time). As a consequence, the events produced the most recently will be located at one end of the tree, increasing access locality. The gossip algorithm is the one described in Algorithm 2.

2) Diffusion time: An anti-entropy round is completed in one round-trip-time if no changes are present. Otherwise, for each new item the algorithm may need to visit a leaf of the tree. The tree is of depth \(\log_B n\) (plus a small constant) with high probability, where \(n\) is the number of events stored in the tree, and the algorithm requires one round-trip for each tree level, therefore an anti-entropy round is completed in \(\log_B n\) round trip time. The gossip protocol requires on average \(\log m\) steps to reach the whole network, therefore the total diffusion time is \(2\lambda \log m \log_B n\).

3) Bandwidth use: The total number of Merkle tree nodes that are requested by the first node and sent back by the second node is bounded by \(d \log_B n\), therefore the total bandwidth use of one anti-entropy round is \(O(d \log_B n)\).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we describe our experiment in simulating a large distributed event store using Merkle Search Trees...
and compare it to other existing approaches. Our simulator, available online[^1] uses an actor-based design and consists in about 2000 lines of Elixir code including all Merkle Search Tree algorithms.

### A. Methodology

We simulate a network of 1000 nodes with synchronous communication rounds and no crashes. Events are generated with increasing timestamps on nodes chosen at random in the network. We consider two scenarios: in the first scenario, events are generated with an average rate of 0.1 events per round in the whole network, while they are generated at an average rate of 1 event per round in the second.

We compare our algorithm (Section V-B) with two competitors: the Scuttlebutt reconciliation algorithm described in Section V-A and a second construction based on Merkle trees, a Merkle-encoded prefix tree on the hashes of the items (called Merkle Prefix Tree, or MPT for short).

The MPT competitor finds missing elements in the same manner as with Merkle Search Trees, and uses the same gossip-based algorithm. An MPT is built by hashing the key values and then building a prefix tree, thus the main difference with Merkle Search Trees is that this construction does not preserve key ordering. However this construction does build a tree that is on average well balanced, since the probability of hash prefix collisions decrease exponentially with the prefix length.

The experiments are run several times with different algorithm parameters, as shown in Table III.

Our aim is to show that when the modified values have similar keys, the ordering property of Merkle Search Trees improves the performance of the anti-entropy algorithm because fewer intermediate tree nodes will need to be transmitted: in the case of the distributed event store, the new events are those with the highest timestamps and thus form a compact subtree at the right of the tree, whereas if a prefix tree on the hashes is used, the events are randomly disseminated and the paths to the newly added leaves share only few intermediate nodes.

### B. A Metric for Event Dissemination

In order to evaluate the inconsistencies in message spreading in the network, we define a metric based on the definition of binary entropy: at a certain simulation time step, the entropy of the network is defined as the sum for each message of the binary entropy of the fraction of nodes that have received the message. More formally, if $M$ is the set of messages and $p_m$ the proportion of nodes in the network to have received a message $m \in M$, the entropy measure we use is defined by:

$$ H = \sum_{m \in M} H_B(p_m) $$

$$ = \sum_{m \in M} -p_m \log_2 p_m - (1 - p_m) \log_2 (1 - p_m) $$

With this measure, lower entropy values indicate more uniform diffusion of events and therefore better consistency of the overall network state.

### C. Results

1) **Entropy-Bandwidth Trade-Off:** The first scenario, with low rate of events, is the most favorable scenario for the Merkle Search Tree approach. Figure 2 shows the curve obtained by plotting the bandwidth usage and entropy for different parameters of the algorithms (see Table III) on this scenario. Numerical results corresponding to the most successful configuration of each method are reported in Table IV. The lowest bandwidth usage is achieved by the two Merkle tree reconciliation methods, both of which are much more efficient than Scuttlebutt reconciliation without providing worse entropy measures or sacrificing message delivery delays. Figure 4 plots the bandwidth usage over time of the different methods. Merkle Search Trees also show a slight advantage compared to Merkle Prefix Trees on all evaluated metrics.
Fig. 2: Consistency vs Bandwidth usage compromise. x-axis: average entropy measure of the diffusion of events in the network (lower is better). y-axis: bandwidth usage (lower is better). MST: Merkle Search tree. MPT: Merkle Prefix Trees on hashes of items. SB: Scuttlebutt anti-entropy.

TABLE V: Simulation results on scenario with heavy load with 1000 and 2000 nodes, for representative configurations of the simulated algorithms (indicated by † in Table III). Trade-off for different configurations is presented in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Bandwidth use</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>99% delivery delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scuttlebutt</td>
<td>2.1 Mo</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>50 rounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPT</td>
<td>3.9 Mo</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>100 rounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST (ours)</td>
<td>2.2 Mo</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>74 rounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Bandwidth use</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>99% delivery delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scuttlebutt</td>
<td>7.6 Mo</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>54 rounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPT</td>
<td>4.2 Mo *</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>88 rounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Experiment did not terminate

The second scenario, with ten times higher event rate, is more ambivalent: both approaches perform equally well with 1000 nodes (Figure 3(b)). We increase the number of nodes to 2000 and show that the Merkle Search Tree approach scales better than the Scuttlebutt approach (Figure 3(b) and Table V). This scenario also clearly demonstrates the advantage of Merkle Search Trees over the Merkle Prefix Tree order: the latter show worst result than both methods for 1000 nodes, and the experiment on 2000 nodes did not terminate for Merkle Prefix Trees due to an explosion of the number of messages in the network, thus we were not able to complete the simulation.

2) Message Delivery Delay: We measure the delivery delay in rounds of events in the network. We study the 99th percentile worst case scenario. We show that in the light load case, Merkle Search Trees provide an advantage over Scuttlebutt (Table V), and in the higher load scenario our method provides an acceptable degradation of about 50% (Table V).

3) When Are We Better?: We plot in Figure 5 the theoretical boundary that separates conditions for which Merkle Search Trees are better suited than the Scuttlebutt method. This boundary was used by writing an equivalence at the boundary based on the theoretical results of Table II and replacing the number of differences d in an anti-entropy round by the rate of events in the network r:

\[ \alpha p + \beta r = r \log_B n \]

where p is the number of processes in the simulation. We consider \( \log_B n \) to be a constant (equal to \( \log_B N \) where N is the total number of events produced in our simulation). After reordering terms, we obtain an affine boundary:

\[ r = \alpha p + b \]

which we calibrate using two simulations where both methods seemed to perform as well, one of which is shown in Figure 3(a) with \( p = 1000, r = 1 \) and the other is not shown and yields \( p = 500, r = .33 \). The plot of Figure 5 also shows the experimental configurations for which we ran a complete set of simulations, and the zones in which each method have an advantage are clearly identified.

4) Overall Evaluation: As expected, Merkle Search Trees are efficient when the rate of events is moderate to low: in this situation, the overhead of the Scuttlebutt method becomes prohibitive.
In the light load scenario, Merkle Search Trees outperform all the other approaches in the three studied metrics: entropy, bandwidth usage and 99th percentile delivery delay. In the higher load scenario, Merkle search trees are not able to provide as low entropy as the Scuttlebutt protocol but they are able to extend the trade-off started with the different Scuttlebutt configurations in the direction of lower bandwidth usage and higher entropy. Merkle Search Trees scale better with the number of nodes present in the network, as the communication costs only depend of the rate of messages and not of the number of participating nodes.

We also show that Merkle Search Trees clearly outperform standard prefix trees in all possible scenarios and on both entropy and bandwidth usage, confirming our prediction that randomized prefix trees are not optimal for this application.

While we have only studied configuration where no nodes join or leave, we conjecture that the overhead of the Scuttlebutt method becomes even worse in open networks as the vector clocks will accumulate values for inactive nodes, leading to useless metadata being exchanged at every anti-entropy round.

In our experimental evaluation, we studied two different methods: Scuttlebutt anti-entropy which is based on vector clocks and Merkle Search Trees. Our experimental evaluation has shown that Merkle Search Trees clearly outperform Scuttlebutt when networks are large and events are produced below a threshold frequency (Figure 5). One could build an adaptive algorithm that automatically selects the best anti-entropy method depending on observed system metrics. Such an algorithm could dynamically switch algorithms when the workload conditions vary in order to obtain the best performance at a lowest cost in bandwidth usage.

B. Merkle DAGs as Persistent Data Structures

Many data structure can be encoded in a Merkle tree or Merkle DAG [18], simply by changing standard pointers into the hashes of the blocks they reference. This enables manipulation of the whole data structure by manipulating the root hash in the manner of persistent data structures in functional programming languages [27]. Contrarily to standard pointers that are local to a machine, Merkle hashes allow us to reference data that is present on another node, making it practical to build very large distributed data structures. CRDTs are a specific case where the data structure is deterministic and operation order-agnostic, which allows for efficient implementations of comparison and reconciliation.

Seeing root Merkle hashes as easily swappable pointers to persistent data structures leads the way to a functional programming approach to distributed programming and opens up we believe interesting avenues to reason about and implement system-wide consistency. This implies using the Merkle data structure as the storage itself, and not only as a way to achieve reconciliation or reparation after node failure.

C. Other Applications of Merkle Search Trees

1) As a primitive for optimizing other CRDTs: Tree-shaped CRDTs have already been proposed [28] and are used in sequence CRDTs such as Treedoc [29] and LSEQ [30]. These approach could benefit from a construction similar to the Merkle Search Tree to avoid balancing issues, which were already identified as an important limitation [28]. Previous solutions suggested to synchronize the whole network so that the trees are re-balanced simultaneously at all nodes. Using a construction that is always balanced by default removes this requirement, which is impractical in large or open networks.

Our experimental evaluation of Merkle Search Tree was restricted to a very narrow problem, building an event store, which is equivalent to a grow-only set, one of the simplest known CRDTs. We have also focused on a very simple gossip-based algorithm to drive the distributed reconciliation process. Many other applications and more complex algorithms can be envisioned. This section discusses some of these perspectives.

A. Adaptive Algorithms

In our experimental evaluation, we studied two different methods: Scuttlebutt anti-entropy which is based on vector clocks and Merkle Search Trees. Our experimental evaluation has shown that Merkle Search Trees clearly outperform Scuttlebutt when networks are large and events are produced below a threshold frequency (Figure 5). One could build an adaptive algorithm that automatically selects the best anti-entropy method depending on observed system metrics. Such an algorithm could dynamically switch algorithms when the workload conditions vary in order to obtain the best performance at a lowest cost in bandwidth usage.
2) Composed with other CRDTs: By using various CRDTs as the value type $V$, the Merkle Search Tree data structure can be used to create many composed CRDT types. An ordered key-value store could be naturally implemented by using last-writer-wins registers or multi-value registers as the value type $V$. For CRDT types that need to track causality, such as sets that support deletion or multi-value maps, this simple construction would imply storing the information required for causality tracking alongside each item, thus generating potentially large quantities of redundant data. This issue could be addressed by storing the causality metadata separately.

Transactions, in a sense similar but weaker to snapshot isolation, could be implemented easily in such a system, with no need for distributed locking as in other approaches [31]: the first guarantee of snapshot isolation, that the reads of a transaction are all done on a consistent snapshot of the database, can be obtained simply by not integrating updates from other peers during the transaction. Once a transaction has completed we propagate the set of updates produced and also integrate updates that have been produced on other nodes, all using the CRDT reconciliation rule to resolve conflicts. The use of a Merkle data structure allows such snapshots to be kept easily even when the data is distributed over many nodes, as all data is content-addressed and consists of immutable blocks identified by their hashes. In this model, write operations consist only of reading previously existing blocks and creating new blocks that do not impact the presence and usability of other blocks currently referenced by other nodes.

3) As a secondary indexing data structure: A Merkle Search Tree could also be used as a secondary data structure analogous to B-trees used for indexes in RDBMSs: a large data set that is shared over nodes and stored in a DHT could be indexed in a Merkle Search Tree in order to implement efficient search and SQL-like primitives in large scale peer-to-peer networks. Allowing such uses to scale to large datasets depends on the ability to distribute the Merkle Search Tree data blocks over nodes using a DHT. The feasibility of such an approach when many updates occur at many nodes has not yet been evaluated, and we would like to explore it in a future work, for instance by extending the work of Tamassia and Triandopoulos [19].

4) To hold vector clock information: We presented Scuttlebutt and Merkle Search Trees as two competing methods. However they can be combined: Scuttlebutt could for instance be extended to use a Merkle Search Tree to store the vector clock information, which would enable finding of nodes that have produced new events without having to exchange all of the clock data.
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